The main two comments H.J. Rätz made are replied to here (though not necessarily refuted):

“Dynamic ecological effects”: While I did not enter into a specific discussion of hake ecology, I showed that I have been concerned with environmental issues. For example, trophic questions are touched on briefly, including the error introduced into food web studies by ignoring high juvenile natural mortality rates. An ecological model should be expressed in a size-based form with a reciprocal M formulation or alternative since, as I indicated (numerically if not ponderally), larvae and juveniles surely make up the major share of predated fish. I also feel that the refugium approach is ecologically-motivated, since here we are not just talking about conserving spawners, but also conserving the epifauna that concentrates demersal fish in refugia on the shelf edge or elsewhere.

The other issue raised by Hans-Joachim was on MSY: first, as I say in the paper, it must be questioned whether MSY derived from a fishery on juveniles (where both F_t and M_t are high), is comparable with the usual form of MSY employed in adult fish stock assessments? The conclusion I quoted on past assessments of hake, which stated that fishing mortality had reached 9F_{MSY}, found me comparing this with the Schaefer model, where such a conclusion would seem geometrically improbable. Also, if F_{MSY} is equated with an F_{0.1} calculated using constant M, it would not be surprising if the F_{MSY} is so low.

I have added a reference to Beverton’s last paper (1993) written at the time when he came to FAO to prepare a review on natural mortality rates (which was never completed). As I see it, his most recent review of how B+H’s important text has been used in assessments anticipated some of my ideas in the present paper. He actually made a contribution to my work on the reciprocal M model. At first he was reluctant about the reciprocal model, since he had little experience on fisheries for juveniles, but he had no serious questions on it. Certainly, his last paper seems to me to suggest that we should be investigating more carefully issues on the earlier life history stages, which have been a priority of mine.

On this subject, I have to add that earlier on I had trouble from referees who insisted I apply a spawner-recruit relationship (SRR). I am not convinced by those
who think that SRRs provide adequate evidence for specific mechanisms operating in the first 2 or 3 years of the life history between spawning and recruitment, and no data were available to apply this option in the hake paper. It must be considered that an SRR is constructed from a series of annual age compositions of (say) a minimum of a decade in duration, but involves no obligatory field work on early life history stages when critical events can occur. In the current situation, when climate change is apparently underway, an SRR is not a particularly accurate way of predicting future recruitment levels. I would go as far as to say that one origin of its popularity is the “constant M hypothesis”, which leaves stock assessment workers no choice but to use an SRR, since there has been no other way of modeling mortalities in the early life history.

I am conscious that a return to the despised method of fecundity-per-recruit calculation is not an ideal approach either, and monitoring pre-recruit abundance annually by larval surveys and fine-mesh post-larval surveys could be the way to go if funds were available. An obvious criticism of the present paper is the use of data from another species to estimate larval survival. A systematic study of larval survival rates could be a useful contribution, however. One of the issues I have been writing about recently is the neglected area of quantifying pre-recruit and recruit habitat. I would suggest that a pro-active approach to protecting/enhancing these once identified would be more than useful (though less relevant perhaps for European hake?).